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Don’t Fence Me In!

Following a rash of activity at Bowland Forest Gliding Club recently, a number of our members have
taken up fencing. No, I’m not talking about sabres at dawn, but the erection of fences. In fact,
more fencing took place at BFGC last month than at any time since the
Enclosure Acts in the 18th century!
It all started when our illustrious chairman, Bob,
arranged for new apron perimeter fencing to be
delivered. What fun we had, driving in posts
and puzzling over the best way to use the new
barriers! When they first arrived, they would
only fit together when straight on, or at right
angles to each other, but thanks to our cackhanded crew, they were soon bent (persuaded)
into being more accommodating. What a
talented membership we have!

Bob and Yvonne ,
hammering in a post

When everyone realised what fun it was to put
fences up, some of the private owners, who
Peter and Geoff at the other end of
the run. Note how this activity draws
were feeling left out, decided to use the now
grinning spectators from all around!
redundant old
barriers to keep
the club’s cocktail set from hanging around
swilling après-flight Martinis on the bespoke
terrace behind their trailers. Where will it all
end? I hear you ask.

The first attempt at erecting the new apron barrier .
Very geometrical!

Personally, I
advise caution.
This was how
the Berlin Wall
The enclosed ‘terrasse de café’ at Discus Towers
started you
know! The last I heard, Geoff Guttery was busy in the workshop
fashioning a giant juggernaut of a roller. No one’s going to keep him
away from anywhere he wants to go on the field!
As for me, in spite of the terrible problems I have been having with
livestock around my M80 trailer, (see later in this issue), I have decided
against using fencing, turning instead to what I consider more modern
and effective methods of protection. Suffice it to say, I would
recommend keeping away from M80 if I were you! - Keith Clarke
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A Wave from Marjorie!

Marjorie Morris very kindly sent me some photos that she took on the Friday evening of
the Bank Holiday weekend. It seems a shame to have the fleet all packed up and tucked
into its pyjamas with a wavy sky like that above, but you know how it is. By the time
you got to the launch point, it would have gone away again. (Not to mention that wave
flying in the dark is not recommended!)
Thanks to Marjorie for sharing the moment with us.

Geoff’s Company Car
The relentless search for a company car worthy
of Geoff’s qualities goes on and this time, we
think we’ve come up with a right little belter!
It’s a smart little Eastern European number,
which comes fully featured with all mod cons.
It’s a car that’s got everything for the young
“man about field” like Geoff. With those
caterpillar tracks, he’ll be able to cross the
airfield whatever the weather and the sheep
catcher on the front doubles as a molehill
flattener. It gets 80 miles to the gallon on red
diesel and does 0 to 60 in less than an hour,
downhill, with a following wind. What more
could he want from a vehicle?
Unless you know better? ...
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Feshiebridge May 2013

ScaryTows!

Let's start at the very beginning, a very
good place to start.... tea, jam and
bread! I digress!!
My very first experience of gliding was
at Feshiebridge, when I took a trial
flight in a Falke motor glider piloted by
Trevor in 1997! We were in the area for
a family Easter skiing/walking holiday,
when Henry spotted a sign outside the
airfield offering trial flights. So the very
next day we went back and, organised
trial flights for all four of us (Henry,
myself and our two sons). I was totally
overwhelmed by the beauty of the area
from the air – an area that we had
become very fond of from the ground
as walkers - and H was hooked on
gliding.
Since I went solo at Chipping, I have been close to soloing on aerotow on numerous occasions. In fact, I
nearly did my first solo aerotow at Dishforth in the club K21 before I soloed at Chipping! That was in
2006. Unfortunately for me, two other BFGC members turned up, so I didn’t get another turn that day
and our winter season ended soon after!
After several attempts at aerotow at various sites whilst on expeditions from the club, I thought I had
cracked it this winter at Sutton Bank. On one visit I did a passable aerotow on a day when cloudbase
was just above circuit height. The cloud then decided to misbehave. (It was quite disconcerting doing
the downwind leg of the circuit with clouds below us). We were hoping to have another go later, but
unfortunately the weather didn't improve and that was it for the day. I did go away happy when the
instructor told me that after another flight I would have gone solo. C’est la vie! My next attempt may
have been lost in translation to “Yorkshirese,” when the instructor cleared me to fly my own aircraft solo!
I then explained that I hadn’t been sent solo on aerotow and hadn’t flown the Cirrus before either! This
did give me some encouragement in that he actually thought I was good enough to go and fly! I
managed a couple of other trips to Sutton Bank before the bad weather set in earlier this year, doing
launch failure training etc.
This wasn’t the preparation I'd planned prior to the Feshie expedition in May, but I'd tried. I took further
encouragement from Paul Myers when I flew the Beast on aerotow and Paul thought that I was good
enough to go solo. As anyone who has ever had the “privilege” of flying the Beast knows, she is not the
easiest aircraft to fly on aerotow. So, cap and logbook in hand, I went to the CFI and asked if I could
get checked out for aerotow. Alister was very helpful (poor man!) Little did he suspect that I would turn
up day after day as Duty P2! The weather was kind to me for Scotland in spring. It didn’t rain much!
The tug pilots nearly managed to stay in front of me most of the time and the flights went okay.
Following one "tricky" aerotow, the tuggie legged it! Not all my fault – another pilot had given him a
scare too AND he was suffering from toothache! Alister and a new tug pilot stepped up to the mark and
that flight went really well. The
tuggie thought I was good
enough.
The next step was to do a
simulated launch failure.
Believe me, you really don’t
want to experience a real launch
failure at Feshie! This didn’t
work out too well as Alister
pulled the bung a bit later than
planned, (self-preservation,
perhaps?) so we had to thermal
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downwards until my derrière (I didn't ask Alister about his!) gripped the seat cushion! I got us
safely back on the ground with an abbreviated circuit and that must have frightened Alister
because he wouldn’t come with me again!
I must be thick, (don't answer that!) because when he said, “We’ll go for it, you get yourself in,
and I’ll sort out the straps in the back,” I didn’t expect that he was sending me solo!!!!! So that
was it really, no time to chicken out, cockpit checks completed, wings level and rope attached.
Henry was pacing the airfield like an expectant father, (third time around, after our two sons!)
The tug pilot, I found out later, didn’t know where to drop me. (No wise cracks! H has already
said them all!) Was this just to be a circuit, the norm for a first solo? Henry explained to the
tuggie that I was a bronze pilot and had flown here for the last few years.
Alister held the wings level and crossed himself, (tricky to do). The tug revved up. A quick look
at the windsock and this was it. Eyes fixed on the tug and with the rope and stomach tightening,
we started to roll forward. “Keep the wings level and stay behind the tug”, I kept thinking.
When the Grob lifted off, I managed to hold it near the ground until the tug took off. As we
passed the point of no return, I realised this was it. After all the training at relatively easy sites,
I had managed to do it at Feshie, where launch failure options were pretty poor to say the least.
Ian must be an excellent tug pilot because he stayed in front of me all the way up to 2,000ft.
How he knew his wheels were on my horizon I’ll never know, but they were and he matched my
angle of bank at every turn. It’s a funny feeling being towed towards a mountain that is higher
than you and with high ground at either side as well. At 2,000ft I released the cable. I’d done
my first solo aerotow and though I say it myself, I thought I'd done quite well.
Meanwhile, on the ground, poor Alister was having kittens because the tug pilot had dropped a
first solo pilot in their bowl with a few other gliders ridge flying. The BFGC contingent managed
to console him by reminding him I was actually a solo pilot with some experience of ridge flying
with other gliders about.
After about half an hour of nearly defying gravity and with rain coming in, I decided to return to
terra firma. The circuit and landing were uneventful for Feshie, just a lot of turbulence on the
approach, but with the BFGC instructors' words echoing in my ears, I made a high approach and
descended with plenty of airbrakes well into the field. Then, just to prove it wasn’t a fluke they
let me do it all again! This time I managed to climb to cloudbase, sadly only 3,800 feet, and
enjoyed an hour-long flight before the rain started again. I'd been warned that the Grob does not
fly well with wet wings, so I decided to go in. It then started raining gliders, too! You are
expected to turn off the airstrip to allow others to land but with so many gliders parked up at the
side, I decided discretion was the better part of valour and stayed on the runway. I was quickly
retrieved and everyone was relieved that I had avoided an expensive pile–up. Other pilots were
more confident than me and turned off. It's a good thing that they ran out of energy otherwise
191 might have been history! Paul Kamp thought they were picking on his glider (or him!)
It's always a privilege to fly at Feshie. True, it's not an easy site, but it certainly makes up for it
with its outstanding beauty. It's not the Alps or the Pyrenees but it is breathtaking, especially
with snow on the tops! If you do get the chance to fly there, just go for it, but remember to give
the site the respect it commands!
Lastly, many thanks to all the guys who helped me achieve this very special milestone!
Yvonne Stott
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Wearable Flight Recorders
About a year ago I saw Chris Jones with a personal flight recorder around his neck. Being curious,
I asked him about it and that was where this tale all started from.
As we all know, for any badged flight such as for height or distance, you need to have a logger
present in the aircraft. This is all well and good if you have your own glider, or are using one of the
club aircraft and the colibri is not stuck in the filing cabinet in the club house. My question is, how
many of you have been to Silver or Gold height and thought, "If only I had a logger"? Well on the
3rd of March 2012 the IGC met in South Africa and, I believe, made changes to the sporting code
that could help a lot of people. They have allowed the use of GPS flight recorders. The BGA
currently have one in store called the FR300 which is on the approved list! The cost is a mere £93,
a quarter of the cost of the colibri!
So what does this mean? I hear you ask. Well, let's start from the beginning. It is charged by your
USB in your computer, comes with its own software and lasts for 10 hours on its own internal
battery. It looks like a USB pen drive and comes with a lanyard to wear during flight. Its operation
is simple. You just turn it on, allow it to gather a signal, then go and set the world alight with your
3000m height gain or similar. You then land and turn it off! It's then downloaded and signed by
the software and submitted as normal. The only difference is you don't need a calibration chart
(upon speaking with the BGA, they told me USAF wouldn't just calibrate them for my height gain).
The downsides are that you need to allow for the GPS inaccuracy, so instead of 1000m height gain
you add on 100m. (So 1100m or 3609ft) It’s similar for distance claims. It can be used for gold
and silver height claims so if you're planning on setting
world records or diamonds then sorry it's not for you.
The great thing is, regardless of whether you're flying the
club's K8, Astir, K21, or that share in the B4 that Glyn has
probably tried to sell you (sorry Glyn couldn't resist), you
can take your logger with you without having to run wires
around the aircraft! The word is that Graham Rendell can
get them cheaper in euros ... what's stopping you now!!
James Gerrie
Congratulations to James on recently achieving his Silver
height (Ed.)

The Retro Look!

Well readers. James’ wearable flight recorder
looks like a next-season “must-have” for a lot of
pilots, but as I’m sure you’re aware, there’s
nothing new under the sun, and I attach a
photograph taken recently of Mike Unsworth
preparing for a flight in the Skylark, wearing a
portable flight recorder that’s been in his family
since before the war. (That’ll be the Boer War, I
expect!)
He tells me it has many advantages over more
modern equipment. It is sturdy and hardwearing.
It doesn’t need batteries. It can easily be
dismantled and tinkered with if you get bored. It
gives you somewhere to rest your coffee cup
when flying and it keeps your chest and thighs
warm if you get into wave. On the down side, it
can make the cockpit a little cramped, but you
can’t have everything can you!
Keith Clarke
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Winchy Bits
In the last newsletter, I reported that the
Skylaunch was losing brake fluid and cooling water.
The reason for the brake fluid loss is not yet
apparent, so in the meanwhile, drivers should pay
particular note to the fluid level during the D.I.
The radiator bottom hose has been replaced. Again,
please keep a check on the level. Note that
removing the radiator cap whilst the engine is hot
may result in hot water erupting from the filler
neck. Please take care!
At a recent winch checkers’ review meeting, I
agreed to bring the following points to the attention
of all, so here goes:1) Gliders are still becoming too fast at the top of
the launch and releasing while the cable is under
tension. Please try to ‘back off’ sufficiently, so that the release does not go with a twang.
2) Cable tractor drivers: please do not drive excessively fast and remember to slow down smoothly
at the end.
3) Do not be surprised if a winch checker joins you in the winch. This is not necessarily a reflection
on your driving; it’s just a standardisation exercise.
4) Now that the field is firm, there is no need to put the winch at the end of the track or to pull
cables out on the track. Please check with the duty instructor when setting up the field.

Stand-by Winch

In the last newsletter I reported that the pay-out brake cable for the right hand drum has been
repaired and the stand-by was fit for use.
Since then, the stand-by has been out and performed wonderfully. Also, congratulations to Jason
Greenwood on learning to drive it, and on his conversion to ‘the dark side’.

VACANCY NOTICE
Applications are invited for the position of Deputy Winch Master.

- John Harter

Next to Godliness!

If you’ve been down to the DP van recently, you may
have noticed a brand new contraption bolted to the wall
near the kitchen. I was quite surprised to see it at first
and couldn’t quite work out what it was for, but it said
you should place your hands underneath it. Being a
rash and adventuresome sort, I did and was startled
when it spat a stream of liquid onto my open palms. I
puzzled for a moment as to why the soap dispenser
wasn’t by the sink, but, a quick sniff and it dawned on
me that it wasn’t soap, but hand-cleaning gel. What a
brilliant idea! Now, when you come in for your lunch
after launching the gliders, you can have a quick squirt
and a rub and you’ll no longer have to put up with the
usual pungent, green fingers wrapped around your pork
pie and bacon butties! It’s a radical idea, but I think
we’ll probably get used to it in time!
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Scene from Above

A stunning view of the Ribble and the sea, from over the Toteridge fells last March

BFGC in Wartime

Oops!

Look! - They’ve finally
finished re-building
the K8

Yes, but I’m
worried. I went in the
workshop and there seem
to be a lot of bits
left over!

I have a feeling that the registration on this
aircraft is very close to what the pilot said,
when he remembered he was supposed to
land in the lake, rather than on the shore!
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Some Thoughts on Safety
If anybody hasn’t seen last year’s review of glider accidents, there are some hard copies dotted
around the clubhouse. The BGA’s (fairly) new DVD on Winch Launching is on the club computer
thanks to Reg and can also be downloaded from the BGA’s website and is well worth looking at.
If the club was littered with wrecked gliders, it would be easier to write this bit, although I’m not
complaining! However, obviously we can‘t afford to get complacent, hence the first bit below about
something I think we could do better. The rest consists of some thoughts generated by something I
read and then followed by something I viewed and as it is aimed at the less experienced members,
hopefully no one will be offended by thinking I’m telling them how to fly!
When the new D.P. van was put into operation, not only did we
experience a massive improvement in our level of comfort when
on the field, but it provided a far superior viewpoint for launch
signallers. It was therefore decided that just before each launch
they were to do a 360° scan to back up that of the launch
marshal. Belt and braces, but also to eliminate the blind spot
caused by the van itself. Recently when there was a discussion
about our signalling procedure it came to light that many people
remain seated the whole time when they are logkeeping/signalling, with the resulting restricted view of what is
going on.
So, we have some individuals who remain seated when acting as
signallers and some who, having filled in the log, get on their
feet when they see that a launch is about to take place and
check around to back up the launch marshal. There are two
other situations that I have observed. One is with the signaller
seated the whole time and a couple of members, well ensconced,
drinking coffee and chatting, possibly distracting the signaller
and certainly obscuring some of the view. The other is with two
members present, one remaining seated and keeping the log and another standing and keeping a
very effective lookout.
In the past we have had over-flights by powered aircraft, a glider almost launched into the path of
another on finals and gliders on opposing base legs, the worst case being two K.13s that got quite
close. As far as I know we haven’t had a glider launched from the top with people walking up the
track, ramblers crossing the field at risk from gliders landing or taking off, or cables/gliders coming
into contact with a tractor (and there are other potential nasties). Lookout is our safeguard against
all these things. So do we need to take maximum advantage of the view offered by the “new” D.P.
van? The choice is ours.
Recently I read of an ASW 24 that crashed at Dunstable and the pilot was killed. He was ridge flying
under conditions that required a silver C, which he didn’t have. It was thought that he had pulled up
to make use of some lift. Soon afterwards James sent me two links, one to a video of someone
“ridge running” along the South Coast and another to a newspaper article showing the same glider
lying wrecked at the bottom of a cliff, but fortunately with the pilot having escaped. (James has now
kindly sent the links to everyone).
They made me think of the frequent exchange of kinetic energy (speed) and potential energy
(height) that occurs when we are gliding and how, if done in a dramatic fashion, things can go wrong.
Beat-ups are one such example (not permitted at Cock Hill) – diving low downwind to pick up speed,
pulling up to gain height, (but less speed) and turning onto finals. I was once walking across the field
with the person who was the safety officer at the time, when we were both made to lie on the
ground by such a manoeuvre. A lesson - don’t walk on the field with the safety officer! By the way if
you see the present safety officer walking across the middle of the field when flying is taking place,
let me know. However you don’t have to be a genius to see what could go wrong, with the pilot
ending up pointing in the wrong direction with not enough P.E. or K.E. and with a strong desire to
turn. When I started gliding there seemed to be regular articles in S. and G. on the hazard, (greater
then because gliders were more draggy).
Going back to the “cliff runner”. Of course any one of a number of things may have caused the crash,
but when flying at high speed below cliff-top height converting K.E. into P.E. must be part of any
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“escape” plan. The air can do funny things close to the bottom of
cliffs and ridges and perhaps he just ran out of K.E. Even if
there was another cause, the whole business says something
about “old pilots and bold pilots”. We are fortunate that sensible
hill flying rules, together with our good sense and consideration
for others mean that such derring-do is not part of our scene.
Even getting it right, a rapid vertical transition up the face of
the hill would be pretty anti-social if there were others about.
I was once happy and alone in a thermal near Gransden Lodge
when another glider overtook me rapidly from underneath, then
pulled up very steeply in front and, having slowed, banked into
the thermal. It woke me up and with other competition gliders
arriving at speed, I decided I
was better off elsewhere. I don’t think any of us would be very
popular joining an occupied thermal in that way near Cock Hill, but
there is another potential hazard. Lose too much K.E. and a spin
into the middle of a crowded thermal would make you very
unpopular.
At least once a year, as a result of a real or simulated launch
failure, we find ourselves in the potentially hazardous situation of
having our K.E. rapidly converting into P.E. What saves us from
having to repeat the situation again, or from disaster if it’s for real,
is that we know what to do. (Lower the nose to acquire an attitude
that accelerates the glider, monitor the airspeed until our preselected approach speed is indicated, then land ahead if safe and sensible. Or if we manoeuvre, not
let our speed get below 50 knots and be at the pre-selected approach speed before we make the
final turn). We have had plenty of practice in this situation, so we should be aware of the potential
danger of deliberately getting into a nose high attitude, followed by a push-over and then some
manoeuvring, especially if the ground is close. However, on checks, people still get it wrong.
Another reason why it is a good thing that fast flights along the hill with vigorous pull-ups into lift
don’t seem to be in our repertoire
Lots of happy and safe flying.

Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer

P.S. If you can’t explain to yourself why just regaining the normal gliding attitude after a pull-up
and a push-over may be dangerous ask an instructor.

Caption Competition

Well, ladies and gentlemen, can you work out
what the people are saying in the picture on the
left? - Beats me! If you think you know, send
your entry to soaringkeith@gmail.com

Last Month’s Winner!

Graeme: What are these pedals for John?
John: One is the accelerator, the other's the clutch and the
stick is for steering
Visitor: Can I have my £50 back!
And the fabulous prize goes to Mark Johnson - Congratulations!
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The BFGMM
(The Bowland Forest Giant Mutant Mole)
At the end of March, I heard that Keith was having serious mole problems around his trailer.
Apparently he’d laid a sort of patio in front of it, which they appeared to find very attractive and
he was under siege from them and somebody had suggested that he needed a submerged mole
fence. It then turned out that mice had taken up residence in his wing covers, so somebody else
said he needed a mouse fence as well. So now he needed a fence that was six inches high (? how
high can mice jump?) and six feet deep!

The M80 ‘patio’, before and after the attack. Note how the molehill penetrated
two flagstones! (I promise, this is not Photoshopped!)

For some obscure reason he
didn’t want to ask me about it,
or indeed have anyone say
anything about it, but of
course somebody did, which is
why I heard of it third hand.
However, I wouldn’t have
minded at all, as designing and
making such a fence is an
intriguing problem. But then I
was told that one of the
molehills was on top of the
flags, which reminded me of
something Frank had been
going on about.

Some weeks before Frank had
told me that he had seen some very big molehills on the field. Yeah, yeah, Frank; a molehill’s a
molehill for goodness sake! Then one day the rain eased enough for us to be able to see across
the field to Moleopolis and I saw that Frank was right. We had some really big ones. These
weren’t molehills, these were mole condominiums. (I believe the Yanks with their mania for
abbreviating words say “condoms”). So I hitched our A-frame
scraper to the little blue tractor and went out to knock them
down. Five minutes later I came back and hitched our A-frame
scraper to the big red grounds tractor and tried again. This time
with success.
And then I forgot about it until Keith’s problem arose. Now I
realised that these were not your ordinary moles. We had giant
moles that could dig through two inches of concrete slab.
Problem.
As it happens, I had already designed a mole catching claw to fit
on the digger, but it’s very awkward to use, so I needed advice
on what to do. I asked Attenborough if he could advise us, (Cyril
Attenborough; works at a pet shop in Wigan) and he suggested
talking to that chap on TV who tours the world looking for
dangerous creatures. Can’t remember his name, but you know
the bloke I mean.

Geoff’s patent mole catching claw.

Amiable and amusing Antipodean adventurer, always, amazingly, antagonising antedeluvian
alligators (and as all animal academics agree, alligators are always aggressive anyway and
astonishingly agile) and actually aggravating already alarmingly annoyed and angry Amazonian
anocondas.
But I was too late. It seems he pushed a risk too far when he foolishly went swimming in the
Mersey and was last seen being dragged under the water by some creature which can’t be
identified, but police believe is the escaped pet of some resident of Toxteth.
So I was a bit uncertain whether or not the fence would work, but then the problem resolved itself.
The moles won! (See page 12 - Ed)
Geoffroi de LaTerre
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A Sense of History!
Ged Terry very kindly sent me the
picture on the left last month with the
following information:

Blackpool and Fylde Gliding Club
Slingsby T.7 Cadet BGA496 at Squires
Gate (Blackpool) Airport 1958. No, I
wasn’t there and no, unfortunately, I
haven’t flown one. - Ged

Apart from being astonished at having found an aircraft that Ged hadn’t flown, I was intrigued to
dig up a little more about this particular aircraft and had a rummage in the club’s photographic
archives. I found the pictures below, which I’d like to share with you.

This is the Blackpool and Fylde Gliding Club in 1952, (the year the Cadet was purchased). They
are showing off their fleet at Squires Gate, with the T21 in front and the Cadet behind.

Retrieving the Cadet after landing. Note the rear-facing seat on the Austin Burnham saloon.
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The BFGMM Strikes!!

Well, you can’t say I didn’t warn you! For some weeks now I have been running around telling people
about the problem we have with feral moles in the trailer park. I told them that they were
undermining the area with their molehills and becoming ever bolder in their encroachment. I even
produced evidence that they were boring through flagstones in their efforts to find food. But no one
listened! They just grinned as though I was being alarmist. Then the mice disappeared from my
trailer and I began to get truly worried. If the moles are forsaking worms and catching and eating
larger mammals, what on earth is happening?
Geoff’s experience with the giant molehills (see page 10) didn’t surprise me at all and I feared that all
my attempts at electronic defences would be to no avail against the ravening monsters that were
breeding beneath our fields. (I really don’t want to apportion any blame here, but what can you
expect when people are strewing elephant manure over the field all winter?!)
Anyway, last week, I happened to turn up at the club early and was just in time to see one of our
mutant moles rear up out of the ground, burying my trailer in a mound of earth and crushed stone.
It was a truly terrifying sight! All sightless eyes, flashing teeth and quivering nostrils as it stomped
around over the trailer park seeking food. Fortunately, Glyn was standing next to me, and with great
foresight, he threw a handful of his pork pies down the hole (he always has a few going spare). At this,
the slavering beast roared and lurched off back down into the depths to retrieve them.
It took me nearly all weekend to dig out my trailer and fill the chasm underneath with concrete before
I could get things back to normal. Hopefully, he won’t get through to M80 again,(not without getting
a headache anyway!) I think he enjoyed the pork pies however, so I’m going to be a bit cautious
about standing near Glyn at the launch point in future - just in case!
Keith Clarke

Editor’s Endbit

And that was the June edition! I hope you enjoyed reading it. As usual, a big thank you to all the
contributors. Like most things at the club, we could never have done it without you. If you
haven’t contributed to this issue, just enjoy the work of those who have and resolve to put
something wonderful together for us all to enjoy in the next edition. The deadline date will be
Sunday 1st September and I look forward to hearing from you. As always, you don’t have to wait
until September. Send me your items at any time and I’ll keep them safe until the next deadline.
Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com Looking forward to the next issue already!
Keith Clarke - Editor

